Molecular features unique to glioblastoma radiation resistant residual cells may affect patient outcome - a short report.
Previously we have shown, using a primary glioblastoma (GBM) cell model, that a subpopulation of innately radiation resistant (RR) GBM cells survive radiotherapy and form multinucleated and giant cells (MNGCs) by homotypic fusions. We also showed that MNGCs may cause relapse. Here, we set out to explore whether molecular characteristics of RR cells captured from patient-derived primary GBM cultures bear clinical relevance. Primary cultures were derived from 19 naive GBM tumor samples. RR cells generated from these cultures were characterized using various cell biological assays. We also collected clinicopathological data of the 19 patients and assessed associations with RR variables using Spearman's correlation test and with patient survival using Kaplan-Meier analysis. Significance was determined using a log-rank test. We found that SF2 (surviving fraction 2) values (p = 0.029), days of RR cell formation (p = 0.019) and percentage of giant cells (p = 0.034) in the RR population independently correlated with a poor patient survival. We also found that low ATM (Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated) expression levels in RR cells showed a significant (p = 0.002) negative correlation with SF2 values. A low ATM expression level in RR cells along with a high tumor volume was also found to negatively correlate with patient survival (p = 0.011). Finally, we found that the ATM expression levels in RR cells independently correlated with a poor patient survival (p = 0.014). Our data indicate that molecular features of innately radiation resistant GBM cells independently correlate with clinical outcome. Our study also highlights the relevance of using patient-derived primary GBM cultures for the characterization of RR cells that are otherwise inaccessible for analysis.